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Editorial
Media Manœuvres
As editors Ira Wagman and Peter Urquhart observe in their recent collection,Cultural Industries.ca (2012), much of the work done in the past on the
cultural/media industries has tended to be “attitudinal” (p. 12): that is, general views
about modernity as basically good or basically bad; anxieties related to Canadian na-
tionalism, and so on. With some qualifications, what the work has been less concerned
with is the fact that these media content providers are businesses operating in com-
mercial environments and for profit. From this perspective, Dwayne Winseck notes,
in his contribution to the volume, that, strange as this may seem to Canadian ears,
Canada today has the eighth-largest media economy in the world (p. 153).
So it seemed worthwhile for the CJC to publish, in this issue, a number of case
studies that in different ways shed light both on aspects of the problems noted above
and on related strategies of media manœuvring. As will be seen, these are not only
commercial strategies; they span a wider range, from advertising to international de-
velopment fundraising discourse.
Specifically, Marc Edge looks back at the Canadian Media Research Consortium
(CMRC), a research funding consortium created by the CRTC (always a controversial
player in orchestrating—or not—media manœuvres) in the early 2000s to permit re-
search in media planning. One of the initial ethical issues addressed whether the part-
ner universities (Ryerson, UBC, York, and Laval) ought to be accepting research funds
from the major media corporations. Edge recalls the controversies that surrounded
the CMRC’s first report in 2003 and a later five-year retrospective report of 2008.
Treading the fine line of whether the benefits of the research have favoured the public
or the private interest, Edge finds, among other things, increased public cynicism
among Canadians vis-à-vis “their” media.
The complex question of concentration of ownership was part of the CMRC’s dis-
cussions and findings. Toby D. Couture focuses on the unusual case of New
Brunswick’s print media, in which Brunswick News Inc. (an Irving family business)
owns all the English dailies, a majority of the weeklies, and nearly all of the French-
language papers. After careful discussion of the notion of excessive concentration of
ownership, Couture finds the New Brunswick situation worthy of closer examination
by the Canadian Competition Bureau.
Concentration of ownership raises questions about the impact upon labour con-
ditions and practice in media industries. Tamara Shepherd’s article looks at four case
studies of young Montrealers who work in developing user-generated media content.
This turns out to be less work in the usual sense than a type of unpaid apprenticeship
whose payoff comes in the form of what she calls “a self-identity” brand.
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The idea of “identity branding” feeds into the next two articles in this issue. In
their contribution, Pierre C. Bélanger and Laurent N. Benoit recall the 87-day oil
spill in the Gulf of Mexico in summer-fall 2010 that at the time severely tarnished the
public image of British Petroleum America. Drawing from elements of rhetorical the-
ory and in particular the theory of image restoration, the authors review BP’s “image
repair strategies” in the context of the numerous, varied types of pressures faced by
corporations. 
Janice Nathanson’s impassioned “Pornography of Poverty” scrutinizes what one
might not at first glance consider a media enterprise, namely aid organizations dealing
with child poverty. But their constant infomercial shilling for money, using highly
select images representing childhood poverty, reveals a different and differently shock-
ing kind of media manœuvre.
Finally, to round out this issue’s studies of media manœuvres, Gregory Taylor
traces the recent transformation of the view of the radio spectrum as a “common re-
source” to a new form of private property to be auctioned off. Auctioning, he notes,
not only changes what spectrum governance has been about for a century, it is also
the preferred method of spectrum access for what has elsewhere been termed “com-
municative capitalism.” In reviewing debates from the early 1950s in Canada, in which
communication scholar Dallas Smythe tried to fend off the creeping trend toward spec-
trum auctioning, Taylor makes a significant contribution to critical media history.
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